
JEAN-LOUIS CHAVE
Hermitage Blanc 2018

(96-97) POINTS

“Tasted in components. #1) Rocoules Haut: A touch of iodine,
smoky, mineral-accented orchard and pit fruits on the nose
and palate. Chewy and precise, with no excess fat and a
building mineral flourish. #2) Rocoules mid-slope: Taut and
energetic in style, showing very good depth to its juicy Anjou
pear, yellow apple and honeysuckle flavors. Plays richness off
of energy with a steady hand. #3) Rocoules Bas: Nectarine,
honey and floral qualities are sharpened by a suggestion of
orange zest. Weighty yet precise, with a jolt of minerality
adding back-end grip. #4) Peleat: Lively and precise, offering
intense citrus, orchard fruit flavors, building iodine and smoky
mineral nuances. Very long and tight, with a sexy floral nuance
emerging steadily. #5) Peleat old vines: Deeply perfumed pear
nectar and orange marmalade qualities on the nose and
palate. Becomes livelier with a bit of air and shows fine
delineation on the back half. These vines are at least 120
years old, Jean-Louis Chave told me. #6) Ermite: Emphatically
mineral and precise on the nose, displaying vibrant Meyer
lemon, white peach and floral qualities and a strong mineral
overtone. Chewy and tightly wound, with superb depth,
serious closing energy and repeating florality.
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À propos de Vinous

Vinous is our vision of a modern-day wine media platform that places consumers inside the
conversation and encourages them to form their own opinions. Vinous brings together
professional reviews, the stories behind the wines and the perspectives of our readers in over
55 countries using multimedia and leading edge technology. We visit hundreds of wineries each
year, allowing us to offer unparalleled, first-hand insight into the world of wine. Since launching in
May 2013, Vinous has become one of the fastest growing wine content websites in the world.
Regular features include comprehensive reviews of new releases from the world's major wine
regions, vertical tastings and retrospectives, in-depth videos shot on location, Vinous Favorites -
our top picks under $25, Cellar Favorites - which features older wines, and Vinous Table, where
we profile our top eating and drinking destinations. In November 2014, Vinous announced
its acquisition of Stephen Tanzer's International Wine Cellar. Please also see the Frequently
Asked Questions.
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